Insulin gene in familial NIDDM. Lack of linkage in Utah Mormon pedigrees.
Although non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is well recognized to be an inherited disease, the genetic lesion responsible remains to be determined. Several pedigrees have been reported in which defects of the insulin gene result in glucose intolerance or diabetes in affected members, but the role of insulin gene mutations in NIDDM is unknown. To evaluate this role, we ascertained 23 Caucasian pedigrees for a diabetic individual with at least one diabetic family member, sampled the unaffected individuals by a 75-g glucose tolerance test, and prepared leukocyte DNA on all family members. Included in the pedigrees ascertained were those with both predominantly lean and predominantly obese diabetic members and four pedigrees included as insulin-dependent diabetic individual. Insulin gene involvement was evaluated via previously described restriction-fragment-length polymorphisms (RFLPs) for the insulin gene and the nearby c-Ha-Ras oncogene (HRAS). Combination of these RFLPs resulted in the ability to trace the insulin alleles in all pedigrees studied. Analysis of individual pedigrees for sharing of insulin alleles was possible in 12 pedigrees, and lack of linkage was demonstrated in 6 of them. Neither linkage nor lack of linkage could be proved in the remaining pedigrees. Analysis of the pooled pedigree data failed to demonstrate linkage under several models, including autosomal-dominant and -recessive inheritance with different sporadic frequencies of diabetes and different prevalence figures. These results show that mutations of the insulin gene and the immediately surrounding area, including regulatory regions of the insulin gene, are unlikely to account for a significant subset of NIDDM in Caucasian individuals.